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LG BRINGS AMAZON MUSIC APP TO  

WIDE RANGE OF SMART TVS 
 

Latest Firmware Update Gives 2016-20 LG TVs Access to 60 Million Songs 

 
ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS, N.J., Sept. 10, 2020— Starting this month, LG Electronics 

USA is launching an integrated Amazon Music app for U.S. owners of LG OLED, LG 

NanoCell and smart LCD TVs produced from 2016 through 2020.  

 

With Amazon Music, Prime membersi have access to 2 million hand-curated songs and 

over 1,000 playlists and stations at no additional cost to their membership. Subscribers 

to Amazon Music Unlimited, the service’s premium subscription tier, have access to 

more than 60 million songs and thousands of playlists and stations.  

 

Customers who have not yet tried Amazon Music Unlimited will also be eligible for an 

extended 90-day free trialii when they purchase an LG TV on Amazon.com or register a 

compatible LG TV with Alexa. 

 

For even more convenience, all compatible LG smart TV users can play their favorite 

music hands-free on their TVs using just their voice and the advanced LG Magic 

Remote. And with LG’s 2020 TVs also being Bluetooth Surround ready, customers 

with compatible LG TVs will be able to connect two Bluetooth speakers simultaneously 

to enjoy their favorite tunes in virtual 4.0 surround sound. 

 

“Bringing Amazon Music support to LG TVs is another example of the added value 

benefits our customers receive after the initial purchase,” said Park Hyoung-sei, 

president of the LG Home Entertainment Company. “LG’s smart TVs are designed to 

combine everything that the customer could possibly want in one single seamless 

experience, from live television and sports events to the streaming of TV shows, movies, 

music and more.” 
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To learn more about LG TVs, visit lg.com. 

 
 

About LG Electronics USA 

LG Electronics USA, Inc., based in Englewood Cliffs, N.J., is the North American subsidiary of LG Elec-

tronics, Inc., a $53 billion global innovator in technology and manufacturing. In the United States, LG 

sells a wide range of innovative home appliances, home entertainment products, mobile phones, commer-

cial displays, air conditioning systems, solar energy solutions and vehicle components. The “Life’s Good” 

marketing theme encompasses how LG is dedicated to people’s happiness by exceeding expectations to-

day and tomorrow. LG is a 2020 ENERGY STAR® Partner of the Year-Sustained Excel-

lence. www.LG.com. 
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i Services vary per market 
ii Promotion available for Brazil, Canada, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Spain, UK and US. 
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